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Introduction

■ The following slides formed part of the training materials for our mathematics 
experts.

■ For each strand, the first slide is a definition/description taken from the test 
framework document; the second slide provides an example of a question that 
seems worthy of a low rating and an example of a question that seems worthy 
of a high rating.

■ These questions were selected to be as uncontroversial as possible, in terms 
of their ‘high’ or ‘low’ rating, as agreed with STA test development officials 



DEPTH OF UNDERSTANDING



Depth of Understanding (as defined by STA)

■ This strand is used to assess the demand associated with recalling facts and 
using procedures to solve problems.
□ Questions requiring less depth of understanding require simple procedural 

knowledge, such as the quick and accurate recall of mathematical facts or the 
application of a single procedure to solve a problem.

□ At intermediate levels of demand, a question may require the interpretation of a 
problem or application of facts and procedures. However, the component parts of 
these questions are simple and the links between the parts and processes are 
clear.

□ At a high level of demand, a greater depth of understanding is expected. Questions 
may require that facts and procedures will need to be used flexibly and creatively to 
find a solution to the problem.



High Level of (DoU) Demand

LOWEST = SOME (not none)

Lowest Level of (DoU) Demand

Depth of Understanding



COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY



Computational Complexity (as defined by STA)

■ This strand is used to assess the computational demand of problems.
□ In questions with low complexity, there will be no numeric operation.
□ In questions with lower complexity, it is likely that a one-step process such as 

recalling a mathematical fact or the application of a simple procedure will be 
sufficient to solve the problem.

□ At an intermediate level of complexity, more than one numeric step or computation 
will be needed to solve the problem.

□ At a high level of complexity, questions will have multiple numeric steps or 
computations and the links between them within the problem will be complex.



High Level of (CC) Demand

LOWEST = NONE

Lowest Level of (CC) Demand

Computational Complexity



SPATIAL REASONING AND DATA INTERPRETATION



Spatial Reasoning and Data Interpretation (as defined by STA)

■ This strand is used to assess the demand associated with the representation of 
geometrical problems involving 2–dimensional and 3–dimensional shapes and 
position and movement. This strand is also used to assess the demand associated 
with interpreting data presented in tables, pictograms, charts and graphs.

▪ There is a low level of demand when all of the resources or information required to 
answer the question are presented within the problem (e.g. finding the perimeter of a 
shape by adding the length of the sides). 

▪ At intermediate levels of demand, spatial reasoning will be needed to manipulate the 
information presented in the question to solve the problem (e.g. reflect a polygon in a 
mirror line). Pupils may need to select the appropriate information in order to complete 
the problem (e.g. from a table, chart or graph).

▪ At the highest level of demand there may be the need to use complex spatial reasoning to 
interpret, infer or generate new information from that given before the problem can be 
completed (such as identifying 3–dimensional characteristics from 2–dimensional 
representations or making inferences from the given information).



High Level of (SR) Demand

LOWEST = NONE

Lowest Level of (SR) Demand

Spatial Reasoning and Data Interpretation



Lowest Level of (DI) Demand High Level of (DI) Demand

Spatial Reasoning and Data Interpretation

LOWEST = NONE



RESPONSE STRATEGY



Response Strategy (as defined by STA)

■ This strand describes the demand associated with constructing a response
to a question.
□ At a low level of demand, the strategy for solving a problem is given as part of the 

presentation of the problem.
□ At a lower intermediate level of demand, the strategy for answering a problem is 

clear and following simple steps will lead to completion of the problem. Some 
reasoned construction may be associated with organising appropriate working.

□ At an upper intermediate level of demand there may be the need to construct a 
straightforward response. Some reasoned construction may be associated with 
organising more complex working.

□ At a high level of demand, the question will require that a strategy is developed and 
monitored to complete the task. The answer may need to be constructed, 
organised and reasoned.



High Level of (RS) Demand

LOWEST = SOME (not none)

Lowest Level of (RS) Demand

Response Strategy


